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Abstract 
Beasley, L.B. and N.J. Pullman, Linear operators that strongly preserve graphical properties 
of matrices, Discrete Mathematics 104 (1992) 143-157. 
An operator on the set Ju of n X n matrices strongly preserves a subset 9 if it maps 9 into 9 
and A\% into A\%. The operator semigroup of 9 is the semigroup of linear operators strongly 
preserving 9. We show that all the n x n matrix-families which are determined by the directed 
graphs of their members and satisfy a short list of conditions, have the same operator 
semigroup 2, and we determine the generators of Z. Among those matrix-families are: the 
irreducible matrices; the matrices whose directed graphs have maximum cycle length I > k for 
fixed k 3 4; and the matrices whose directed graphs have a path of length at least 12 k for fixed 
k * 3. Similar results are obtained for matrix-families determined by the undirected graphs of 
their members. 
1. Introduction and summary 
A family of matrices is graphical if it is defined by an isomorphism-invariant of 
the directed (resp. undirected) graphs of its members. Hershkowitz [7] charac- 
terized certain linear operators on square matrices that preserve the family of 
matrices whose directed (resp. undirected) graphs contain no cycle of length 
exceeding k for each k > 2 (resp. k > 0). If an operator preserves both a family 
and its complement, we say it strongly preserves the family. In [2-4,9] the 
semigroups of linear operators strongly preserving certain specific graphical 
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families were determined. Several families were treated, e.g. the primitive 
matrices, the matrices with acyclic directed graphs, the symmetric matrices with 
planar graphs, etc. The corresponding semigroups of operators, including those 
found in [7] closely resembled each other and were frequently the same. In this 
paper, we will partially explain that phenomenon in the case of graphical 
matrix-families defined by directed (resp. undirected) graphs. 
We will deal only with isomorphism invariants which are unaffected by the 
addition or delection of loops. For example, the irreducible matrices form a 
graphical family whose directed graphs are strongly connected graphs; strong 
connectivity is such a loop-independent invariant. There are many other such 
families. 
Consider the linear operators in the semigroup 2 generated by: 
(1) scaling (X+ [xljmij] for each fixed but arbitrary M, none of whose entries 
are zero or a zero divisor); 
(2) transposition (X+X’); 
(3) permutational similarity (X + P’XP for each fixed but arbitrary permuta- 
tion matrix P); and 
(4) diagonal replacement (X+ Y where yij = xii for all i #j, and 
[Y,*, Y22, . . . ) Ynnl = h, x22, . . . 7 x,,]A for each fixed but arbitrary n x rz matrix 
A). 
If 9 is any graphical family defined by an isomorphism-invariant which is 
unaffected by the addition or deletion of loops, then each operator in _Z strongly 
preserves 9. There may, however, be some linear operators strongly preserving 
such a family that are not in _Z (see Example 4.1 below). In Theorem 4.1, we list 
one further condition on the family 9 that will insure that 2 is the entire 
semigroup of linear operators strongly preserving 9. Then, if a linear operator 
strongly preserves one such family, it must preserve them all (and hence, all of 
their complements as well). For example, (see Corollary 4.1) when it 2 3, a linear 
operator strongly preserves the matrices whose directed graphs have maximum 
cycle length at least k for fixed k 2 4 if and only if it strongly preserves the 
irreducible matrices if and only if it strongly preserves the matrices whose 
directed graphs all have diameter at least d for fixed d 2 3. 
Our results depend on the nature of the set of scalars from which the n x n 
matrices are taken. They are valid for all integral domains with more than n2 - n 
elements, and also for such combinatorially significant structures as: the nonnega- 
tive reals, the nonnegative integers, the fuzzy scalars and the two element 
Boolean algebra, B. Our main theorem, Theorem 4.1 in Section 4, is obtained, 
nearly directly, from the properties of linear operators on the n X n matrices over 
B (given in Section 3). Such matrices correspond biuniquely to directed graphs on 
IZ vertices and so occupy a central role in our investigation. We discuss such 
matters and other preliminaries in Section 2. 
Matrices A such that aij = 0 if and only if aji = 0 are pattern-symmetric, they are 
represented by their undirected graphs. In Section 5 we obtain results for such 
matrices similar to those obtained for directed graphs in Section 4. 
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2. Preliminaries 
A semiring (see e.g., Gregory and Pullman [6] or Kim [S]) is a binary system 
(C$ +, x) such that (55, +) is an abelian monoid (identity 0), (s, X) is a monoid 
(identity I), x distributes over + , 0 x s = s X 0 = 0 for all s in s, and 1 # 0. 
Usually $5 denotes the system and x is denoted by juxtaposition. If (S, X) is 
abelian then s is commutative. If 0 is the only element to have an additive inverse 
then F% is a&negative. All rings with unity are semirings but only the trivial ring is 
antinegative. If s is not commutative we will take the operation of multiplication 
by scalars to be left multiplication: (s, A) + sA. Algebraic terms such as unit and 
zero divisor are defined for semirings as for rings. 
In this paper, we deal with two different types of semirings: integral domains 
and antinegative semirings having no zero divisors. The latter type occur 
frequently in combinatorics, e.g. the nonnegative members of any subring of the 
reals (nonnegative reals, nonnegative integers, etc.), the fuzzy scalars (the reals in 
[0, l] with operations max and min), and the two-element Boolean algebra, B. 
The elements of B are 0 and 1, + denotes max and juxtaposition denotes min. 
Algebraic operations on matrices over a semiring and such notions as linearity 
and invertibility are also defined as if the underlying scalars were in a field. 
Let JU = J&(S) denote the IZ x n matrices over s. Any family ‘V of matrices in 
.4 containing the zero matrix that is also closed under addition and multiplication 
by scalars, is called a vector space over S. The notions of subspace, spanning set, 
etc. are defined as if S were a field. In particular, a baris is a minimal spanning 
set. So, for example, the it x n matrices E,, all of whose entries are zero except 
its (i, j)th which is 1, is a basis for JU. We call the Eij cells. 
Suppose A E .&. The directed graph D(A) associated with A has n vertices: 
211, vz, . . . , V”, with vivj being an arc if and only if aij # 0. 
With Hershkowitz [7], we say that A is k-cyclic if D(A) contains a cycle of 
length 13 k. Similarly, we say that A is k-diametric if D(A) contains a (simple) 
path of length 1 s k (its diameter is at least k). 
The matrix A is said to be reducible if n > 1 and there exists a permutation 
matrix P such that 
PAP’ = 
XY 
[ 1 0 Z 
and X is m x m with 1 c m s n - 1. Otherwise A is irreducible. The directed 
graph of A is strongly connected if and only if A is irreducible (see e.g. [5]). 
The number of nonzero entries in A, IAI, will be called the weight of A. It is 
also the number of arcs in the directed graph of A. 
Let X and Y be (0, 1)-matrices, then X\Y denotes the matrix Z such that zij = 1 
if and only if xii = 1 and Yij = 0. Then D(Z) is obtained from D(X) by deleting the 
arcs it has in common with D(Y). 
Let J denote the matrix in JU all of whose entries are 1, then D(J) is the 
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complete directed graph on n vertices; it has a loop at each vertex. Let K = J\Z. 
Then D(K) is the complete loop-free directed graph on 12 vertices. 
If A and B are in .4t we say that A covers B, written A 2 B or B GA, if for all 
i,j, aij = 0 implies bij = 0; equivalently, D(B) is a subgraph of D(A), i.e., 
D(B) c D(A). 
A family 9 of matrices in JU is graphical if for all A E 5, all matrices B whose 
directed graphs are isomorphic to D(A) are also in 9. Thus, membership in 9 
depends only on the properties of the graph of a matrix. All of the families 
described above, the irreducible matrices, the k-cyclic matrices, and the 
k-diametric matrices, are graphical. 
Over most semirings, several different matrices will have the same directed 
graph. It would be reasonable, then, to start our study with a semiring over which 
only one matrix is associated with a given graph. Such a semiring would 
necessarily have exactly one nonzero member. There are only two candidates: B 
and ZZ. The former turns out to be more convenient than the latter, chiefly 
because the process of amalgamating the arc-sets of two directed graphs to form a 
new one, is readily representable by matrix addition if we use B. For then, 
D(A)UD(B) =D(A i- B). If we use Z 2, then D(A + B) is the symmetric 
difference, D(A) A D(B), which is not as useful in our study. 
It is customary to refer to the matrices over B as Boolean matrices, although 
‘Boolean (0, 1)-matrices’ would be more appropriate. 
3. The Boolean case 
Throughout this section, .&=.&(B), % is a non-empty, proper subset of 
&\{O}, T is a linear operator on Jt and n 2 2. 
We say that % is an upper ideal provided that for all A in %, 
A +X is in % for all X in .M. 
In other words, in an upper ideal % any matrix covering an element in % is also 
in ?!I!. 
Example 3.1. The irreducible matrices, the k-cyclic matrices and the k-diametric 
matrices are all upper ideals in JU. 
Let 3Z consist of all the matrices in JU with zero diagonal. 3% is spanned by the 
cells Eij with i #j; we call such cells links. The sum of the links is the matrix K. If 
E and F are links and N E JU satisfies 
N+EEOU but N+F$Q (3.1) 
we say that N separates E from F (with respect to “u). If for each pair of distinct 
links E and F there is a matrix N(E, F) satisfying (3. l), we say that % separates 
links. 
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Example 3.2. If % consists of the irreducible matrices and n > 2, the k-cyclic 
matrices, it 2 k 2 3, or the k-diametric matrices, n > k > 1, then % separates 
links. 
Not every upper ideal separates links. The family of all matrices in ~6! whose 
directed graphs are connected is a nontrivial example. It fails to separate E and 
E’ for all links E. 
We denote the Schur product of A and B in _M by A 0 B. That is, C = A 0 B if 
and only if cij = Uijbij for all i and j. Some authors call this the Hudamard product. 
LetA=A~Kfora11A~.&and~={(A~A~.%}fora119~.4. Wewillsaythat 
an upper ideal 5!.! is determined on 5Y if @ c %. 
Example 3.3. If % consists of the irreducible matrices, the k-cyclic or the 
k-diametric matrices in JH, then 0% is determined on K. 
When T is an operator on .&, we define the operator f on JU by 
f(X) = KoT(XoK). (3.2) 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose T strongly preserves an upper ideal %!. If N separates link E 
from link F, then: 
(a) T(N + E) =$ T(N + F). 
If, in addition, % is determined on X, then: 
(b) T(N + E) $ T(N + I) and 
(c) T(N + E) =# T(N) + I. 
Proof. SinceN+Ee%andN+F$OU, wehaveT(N+E)e%andT(N+F)$ 
%. Then (a) follows because % is an upper ideal. If T(N + E) G T(N + I) then 
N -t I E %. Therefore fi E @i c 5% But fi G N so N E Ou which implies N + F E 92, 
a contradiction. That establishes (b). If T(N + E) < T(N) + I, then T(N) + I E 
91, and hence, Ko T(N) E Ou. Then T(N) E %, therefore N, and hence N + F 
belongs to %, a contradiction. This establishes (c). 0 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose 5!~ is a link-separating upper ideal determined on 5Y and 
n ,> 3. If T strongly preserves %, then : 
(a) T(I) <I and 
(b) ? is bijective on the Links. 
Proof. The finiteness of .J ensures that TP is idempotent for some integer p > 0. 
Let Q = Tp. Then, as a power of T, Q strongly preserves %. 
If for some link E, Q(E) c I or E 6 Q(Z), let F be a link distinct from E and N 
be a matrix separating E from F. We have Q(N + E) = Q(N) + Q’(E) < Q(N + 
I), because Q is idempotent and linear. That contradicts Lemma 3.1(b). 
Therefore, for every link E, Q(E) covers some link and Q(Z) G 1. 
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Next we will show that T(Z) s I. We can assume p > 1 by the result of the last 
paragraph. If ES T(Z) for some link E, then Lemma 3.1(c) is contradicted since 
Ou separates links. Thus 
T(Z) s I. (3.3) 
We have seen that Q(E) covers some link C. If C # E, let N separate C from 
E, then Q(iV + C) 6 Q(N) + Q*(E) G Q(N + E), contrary to Lemma 3.1(a). 
Therefore, for all links E, 
KoQ(E) = E. 
Consequently 
(3.4) 
KoQ(X)=X for allXGK. 
By using (3.3) and (3.9, we can show inductively that 
f’“(X) = K 0 T”(X) for all m > 0 and X G K. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Therefore, in particular, pp(X) =X for all X 6 K by (3.5) and (3.6). Thus T 
permutes .5Y, a vector space (as defined in Section 2). The links of JU form a basis 
for X. Their images under P form a basis for f’(x) = X. Since finite-dimensional 
vector spaces over E8 have a unique basis (see e.g. [l, Lemma 2.3.1]), Fpermutes 
the links. Cl 
A star matrix S is the matrix in .%5 whose nonzero entries all lie in the same row 
(or column); if JSI =s, then S is called an s-star matrix. 
Lemma 3.3. Zf ?‘preserves 2-star matrices and is bijective on the links, then there 
is a permutation matrix P such that: 
(a) f(X) = PXP' for all X s K, or 
(b) P(X) = PX’P’ for all X =S K. 
Proof. It can be shown, inductively, that f preserves star matrices. For some 
permutation 3d of the n* - n index pairs (i, j) with i #j, we have ?(E,) = EnciJj 
for all i #j. Let Si be the (n - 1)-star matrix whose nonzero entries all lie in row 
i (1s i s n). Then for some index i, f(S,) = Si or S:. Suppose the former holds. 
Then, we claim that for every k, there is some I such that p(S,J = S,. Otherwise, 
for some k > 1 and some 1, f(&) = Si. Suppose n 2 3 and choose 4 distinct from 
k and 1. Then, 
ISi + S, + S,] = 3n - 3, but I?(&) + ?(S,) + ?(&)I G 3n - 4, 
because two of f(S,), p(S,), f(S,) cover at least one link. That is a 
contradiction, so n = 2. Then f(S,) = S, or S1 according as ?(S,) = S, or &. It 
follows that for some permutations o and t of the n indices, n(i, j) = (a(i), t(j)) 
for all i, j. Therefore there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that 
$‘(X) = PXQ for all X < K. (3.7) 
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We have Z = ZoJ = Zo(P.ZQ) = Zo(P(Z + K)Q) = Zo(Z’Q + Z’KQ). But PKQ = K 
by (3.7). Therefore Z = IO PQ, and hence the n nonzero entries of PQ must lie on 
its main diagonal. So PQ = 1. That establishes (a). 
If on the other hand, f(S,) = Si, a parallel argument establishes (b). •i 
If P is a permutation matrix in JH, then X+ PXP’ is called the similarity 
operator (induced by P). Note that P’ = P-‘. If s is any linear operator mapping 
.& to its diagonal matrices, then X+X 0 K + s(X) is called the diagonal 
replacement operator (induced by s). Let 2 denote the semigroup of operators 
generated by transposition (X + X’), the similarity operators and the diagonal 
replacement operators. The following theorem summarizes the previous lemmas. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose % is an upper ideal in .A = A,,@), determined on x that 
separates links, and T is a linear operator on JU strongly preserving %. Zf I? 
preserves 2-star matrices then T is in z. 
Proof. Let X E JR. It follows from Lemma 3.2(a) that T(X) = ?(XoK) +I0 
T(X). Applying Lemmas 3.2(b) and 3.3, we have, for some permutation matrix 
P, T(X) = PYP’ or PYP’ where Y = X 0 K + Pt(Z 0 T(X))P. The theorem follows 
if we put s(X) = IO T(X), all X E JK 0 
A member M of Ou G JU is minimal if IMI < 1x1 for all X E Ou. We will say that 
% is star-sensitive if (1) none of its minimal members covers any 2-star, and (2) 
for every sum X of two distinct links, if X #X’ and X is not a 2-star matrix, then 
X is covered by some minimal member of Ou. 
Example 3.4. Suppose n 3 3. Then the irreducible matrices, the k-cyclic matrices 
(with k 3 3), and the k-diametric matrices (with k 3 2) are all star-sensitive 
families of matrices in JU. 
Lemma 3.4. Zf n 2 3 and % is a star-sensitive upper ideal then % separates links. 
Proof. Suppose E = E, and F = Ekl are distinct links. If F = E’, let G = E,i for 
some q #i, j. If E + F is a star matrix, i.e., if i = k (or j = I), let G = Ej, (or Eki). 
Otherwise, let G = F. Let M be a minimal member of % covering E + G and let 
N = M\E. Such a matrix exists by condition (2) of the definition of star- 
sensitivity. When F = E’ or E + F is a 2-star matrix, condition (1) of the 
definition of star-sensitivity implies that F + G + M because in each case, F + G 
is a star matrix. It follows that IF + NI = IMI. Since F + N covers the star matrix 
F + G, condition (1) implies that F + N 4 %. If F #Et and E + F is not a star 
matrix, then F + N $ Ou because F + N = N, (NI < IMI and M is minimal. Thus, N 
separates E from F. 0 
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Theorem 3.2. Suppose II 2 4 and ‘34 is a star-sensitive upper ideal in JU = J&Q) 
determined on .%. Then T strongly preserves % only if T is in 2, the semigroup of 
operators generated by transposition, the similarity operators and the diagonal 
replacement operators. 
Proof. Suppose T strongly preserves Q. Then f is bijective on the links, by 
Lemmas 3.2(b) and 3.4. Let X be any 2-star matrix, and W = T(X). If W were 
neither a star nor a symmetric matrix, then W s M for some minimal member of 
% because %! is star-sensitive. Then S c f’-‘(M). But f-‘(M) is in Ou (because its 
image under T covers M) and it is minimal because f is bijective on the links. 
That would contradict condition (2) of the definition of star-sensitivity. Suppose 
next that W is symmetric. There exist links E, F and G such that X = E + F, 
G = T(E) and W = G + G’. Since n 2 4, there is a link L such that X + L is a 
3-star matrix. Let L’ = T(L). Then neither G + L’ nor G’+ L’ is symmetric and 
either G + L’ or G’+ L’ is not a star matrix, say, without loss of generality, 
G + L’. Then for some minimal M E %, G + L’ =S M. But f, and hence ?‘, is 
linear, bijective and preserves % strongly. Therefore E + L s T-‘(M) and 
T-‘(M) is a minimal member of %. That contradicts the star-sensitivity of % 
because E + L is a 2-star matrix. Therefore W is a 2-star matrix. Consequently 
T E _Z by Theorem 3.1. 0 
The hypothesis of star-sensitivity is independent of the other hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.2. The set 9 of all matrices with at least two nonzero off-diagonal 
entries, provides an example. Notice that when n == 3, there are linear operators 
on A that strongly preserve 9 but are not in the semigroup _Z of Theorem 3.2. 
For instance, the linear operator that interchanges El, and Ezl, and fixes the 
other cells, strongly preserves 2. 
If n = 3 and T is a linear operator such that T(E12) = Ez3, T(E& = E3*, 
T(E4 = EID and T fixes the other cells, then T preserves 3-cycle matrices and 
2-diametric matrices but T is not in 2. Therefore the hypothesis that n 2 4 in 
Theorem 3.2 is necessary. 
4. Graphical families of matrices 
As discussed in Section 2, a family 9 of n X n matrices over S is graphical if 
membership in .9 is determined by the properties of the directed graphs of the 
matrices; when A E 5, all matrices whose directed graphs are isomorphic to D(A) 
are also in 9, As in the Boolean case, we define 5Y as the set of all matrices in Jt 
having all diagonal entries zero, and K denotes the matrix in .C?K whose 
off-diagonal entries are all 1. We say that 9 is determined on 5Y if A E 9 if and 
only if AOK E .?K 
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Let z = J?(S) denote the semigroup of linear operators on A&(S) generated by 
the following linear operators: 
(1) transposition; 
(2) the permutational similarity operators, X-, PXP’ where P is a fixed, but 
arbitrary, permutation matrix; 
(3) the diagonal replacement operators, X+X 0 K + s(X) where s is a fixed, 
but arbitrary, linear transformation of .A into the n x n diagonal matrices of .&; 
(4) the scaling operators, X+ X oA4, where M is a fixed, but arbitrary, matrix 
none of whose off-diagonal entries is 0 or a zero divisor. 
The following lemma is a direct consequence of the definitions. 
Lemma 4.1. Zf 9 is any graphical family of matrices in 4 that is determined on rC, 
then every operator in E strongly preserves 9. 
Theorem 3.2 gave conditions on 9 that ensured that conversely, every linear 
operator strongly preserving 9 is in Z: in the Boolean case. Now we will use the 
correspondence between matrices and their directed graphs, through the cor- 
respondence between directed graphs and Boolean matrices, to apply the results 
on Boolean matrices to matrices over more general semirings. 
Let & = A&(S). If A E JU, then the matrix over B that has the same directed 
graph as A, the pattern of A, is denoted A. Thus tiij = 1 if and only if a;j # 0, for 
all i, j. If 9 is a family of matrices in ~7, its pattern 4 is the family of all A with 
A E 9. If T is a linear operator on .A& its pattern T is defined by putting 
T(Eij) = T(Eij) and extending to .A? = .A,,@) by linearity. Evidently, 
T(X) 3 T(X) for all X E A. (4.1) 
If S is an antinegative semiring with no zero divisors, then equality holds in 
(4.1) and we have 
T(X) = T(X) for all X E A. 
Define f(X) = K 0 T(X 0 K) for all X E .& 
(4.2) 
Lemma 4.2. Zf T is a linear operator on J? = .44,,(S) and S is an integral domain 
with more than n2 - n elements, then for each X E X there exists Y E x such that 
@‘)=m and k=Y. (4.3) 
Proof. Given X in rt, the problem of finding a matrix Y satisfying (4.3) is 
equivalent to showing that there is a matrix Y in x with yUV = 0 if and only if 
x, = 0, such that 
(P( Y))ij # 0 whenever (f(X)), = 1, for all i #j. (4.4) 
Let .x(x)={wExp=~} and Z = f(X). Then the mapping Jj : W-, 
(f(W)), of S%!(X) into S is a linear functional for each i, j. The kernel of each Jj 
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is an (IX] - 1)-dimensional vector space over the quotient field of S. Suppose 
)sl = s. Then there are s’~‘-’ matrices in the kernel of j& So there are at least 
lX(X)l - IZI sIX’-l solutions Y to (4.4) in Z(X). Since IX(X)] = sIx1 and 
max(lXI, IZl) C n2 - n <s, the lemma follows. If !% is infinite, then it is easy to 
choose YE Z%(X) which is not in the kernel of any f;i.. Cl 
Note. Hershkowitz [7, Proposition 6.71 has shown that (4.3) holds when s is a 
field whose characteristic p = 0 or p > n2 - n. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose n 2 4, JU = J&(S), and S is either 
(a) an integral domain with at least n2 - n + 1 elements, or 
(b) an antinegative semiring with no zero divisors. 
If 42 is a graphical subset of JU and % is a star-sensitive upper ideal determined on 
%, then the semigroup of linear operators strongly preserving Q is 2, the 
semigroup generated by transposition, permutational similarity, entrywise nonzero 
scaling, and diagonal replacement. 
Proof. Suppose T strongly preserves Ou. Then i; strongly preserves ‘% by (4.2) if 
(b) holds, or Lemma 4.2 if (a) holds, using the Eact that A E % only if A E % yhen 
% is graphical. Since % is determined on %, T strongly preserves a. But T = f 
because (4.1) holds for all E, by the definition of T and ^. Thus f strongly 
preserves a:. According to the proof of Theorem 3.2, for some permutation 
matrix R in J&, 
(i) f(X) = R(KoX)R’ + IO f(X) for all X E J%, or 
(ii) P(X) = R(I?oX)‘R’ + IO f(X) for all X E J%. 
Suppose (i) holds. Then f(X) = R(Z?oX)R’. But f= ?‘, so Z?oT(XoZ?) = R(I?o 
X)Rt for all X. In particular, if i #j then Ko T(E,) = Rl?,R’. It follows that 
p(e,) = Rl?,R’ + Dti for some diagonal matrix D’j E &. Applying the definition 
of T we obtain 
T(E,) = R(Eij)R’ + D”. (4.4) 
Let P be the permutation matrix in JU with p = R. Since the right member of 
(4.4) has only one nonzero off-diagonal entry, there is a 0 #rnij E s and a 
diagonal Cti E & such that 
T(Eij) = mijPEijP’ + Cij. 
By Lemma 3.2(a), T(&,) . 1s a diagonal matrix in JZ?. By (4.1), T(E,,) s T(Eii), so 
T(E,,) = D”, a diagonal matrix in .&. Let C” be a diagonal matrix in JU with 
c” = D” and put mii = 1. Let s(X) = Ci,jxijCii, for all X in JU. Then T(X) = 
P(M~(K~X+s(X)))P’, f or all X in JN If (ii) holds, then T(X) = P(Mo(KoX + 
s(X)))‘P’, for all X in .M. Therefore, every linear operator strongly preserving % 
is in Z: Conversely, the operators of 2 all strongly preserve “11 by Lemma 4.1. 0 
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Corollsry 4.1. Suppose S is an integral domain with more than n* - n elements, or 
an antinegative semiring with no zero divisors. If T is a linear operator on A(S), 
then the following are equivalent when n and k are as specified. 
(A) T strongly preserves irreducible matrices (n 2 2). 
(B) T strongly preserves k-cyclic matrices (n 2 k s 4). 
(C) T strongly preserves k-diametric matrices (n > k 2 3). 
(D) T is in 2. 
Proof. The equivalences follow directly from Examples 3.3 and 3.4, and 
Theorem 4.1 when n > 3. It is easy to verify that (A) is equivalent to (D) when 
n = 2. When n = 3, it can be shown that T preserves 2-stars in case (A). Then 
Theorem 3.1 and Examples 3.2 and 3.3 imply that T E Z’(B). The equivalence 
then follows from Theorem 4.1. 0 
Suppose S satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 and % is a graphical family 
of matrices in JU = J&(S). Let S(%) denote the family of linear operators on JU 
that strongly preserve ‘%. According to Lemma 4.1, if % is determined on X, 
then 2 E S(a). The following example shows that the containment can be strict. 
Example 4.1. For n 2 3, let 5? = {A E JU 1 IA oK[ 2 2). Let T be the linear 
operator on JU such that T(Ei2) = Ezl, T(E21) = E,,, and T(E) = E for all other 
links E. Then T strongly preserves 9 but is not in 2. 
Example 4.1 also shows that some third condition, beyond the assumptions that 
(a) % is graphical and (b) % is an upper ideal determined on .%, is required to 
ensure that S(Q) = C. According to Theorem 4.1, the condition that %!i is 
star-sensitive is sufficient for S(Q) = Z. But that condition is not necessary, as is 
shown in the following example. 
Example 4.2. For n 3 4, let YV be the upper ideal of matrices in JU = J&(B) 
generated by the matrices W = H + E + F where H is a matrix whose directed 
graph is a Hamilton cycle, and E and F are distinct links, neither of which is 
covered by H. It is not difficult to verify that “ur is determined on X and separates 
links. An argument based on the proof of [2, Lemma 3.61 can be used to show 
that any linear operator strongly preserving W preserves 2-star matrices. Lemma 
4.1 and Theorem 3.1 imply that S(%) = 2. But “ur is not star-sensitive, although it 
is graphical and determined on X. 
A careful examination of the proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that the conclusion 
of that theorem, and hence of Theorem 4.1, is retained if we replace the 
hypothesis of star-sensitivity by the assumption of costar-sensitivity: (1) every 
2-star is covered by some minimal member of % and (2) no sum of two distinct 
links which is neither a %-star nor symmetric is covered by a minimal member of 
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%. It follows, for example, that if n 2 3 and % is the upper ideal in J&,(B) 
generated by the (n - l)-star matrices, then S(%) = Z(B). But the family w of 
Example 4.2 is not costar-sensitive either. 
Suppose s is as in Theorem 4.1, ‘-% is a graphical family in J&(s) and % is 
determined on 5% What further condition on % is both necessary and sufficient 
for S(%) to be Z(s)? 
5. Pattern-symmetric matrices and undirected graphs 
Let Y = Yn($$) consist of the n x n matrices over the semiring C?J whose patterns 
are symmetric; these are the pattern-symmetric matrices. The (undirected) graph 
G(A) of such a matrix A is the graph on the vertex set ur, u2, . . . , v, with ui 
adjacent to vi if and only if Uij # 0. Notice that G(A) is connected if and only if A 
is irreducible. The matrix A is k-cyclic if G(A) has a cycle of length 12 k. It is 
k-diametric if G(A) has a path of length d 2 k. Of course, in this context, the 
cycles and paths referred to in G(A) are undirected. These graphs on n vertices 
correspond biuniquely to the symmetric n x n matrices over B. A family 9 of 
pattern-symmetric matrices is graphical if for all A E 9 and B E 9, B E 9 
whenever G(B) is isomorphic to G(A). 
We can modify Section 3 to suit the needs of this section by replacing 
JX = J%,(S) by its subspace 9’. The basis of this space consists of the diagonal cells 
El1 and the matrices of the form E, + Eji (i Zj). Since the graph of that form of 
matrix has only one edge, we call such matrices edge-matrices. A pattern- 
symmetric matrix covered by K whose graph consists of a claw on t edges and 
IZ -t - 1 isolated vertices will be called a t-claw in this section. A pattern- 
symmetric matrix whose graph is a 3-cycle and n - 3 isolated vertices will be 
called a 3-cycle matrix. 
If we replace J! by .Y’, ‘link’ by ‘edge-matrix’ and ‘star’ by ‘claw’, then Lemmas 
3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 of Section 3 survive. 
Let Z’(B) denote the semigroup of linear operators on .Yn(lB) generated by 
similarity and diagonal replacement. Then the counterparts of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 
and 3.3 imply the following counterpart of Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose Ou is un upper ideal in Y = Y’“(B) determined on 3% that 
separates edge-matrices and T is a linear operator on 9 that strongly preserves %. 
If fpreserves 2-claws, then T is in Z’(B). 
We will say that 011 is claw-sensitive if no 3-claw or 3-cycle matrix, but any other 
sum of three distinct edge matrices, is covered by some minimal member of %. 
Then the counterpart of Lemma 3.4 holds for n 2 4. That and Theorem 5.1 
enable us to obtain the following counterpart of Theorem 3.2. 
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Theorem 5.2. Zf n 3 5 and % is a claw-sensitive upper ideal in Y,(B) determined 
on X, then T strongly preserves Ou only if T is in E’(5). 
Define E’(S) as the semigroup of operators on Y generated by permutational 
similarity, diagonal replacement and nonzero scaling (X-+ X 0 A4 for fixed, but 
arbitrary, M with no entry zero or a zero divisor). 
In the following, s will denote either (a) an integral domain with more than (‘;) 
members or (b) an antinegative semiring with no zero divisors. Then equation 
(4.3) and the conclusion of Lemma 4.2 hold because there are (z) interminates 
involved in pattern symmetric matrices in case (a), and equation (4.2) holds in 
case (b). We then obtain the following theorem from Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 5.3. Suppose % is a graphical family in Y = Yn(s), such that %!i is 
an upper ideal in 9 determined on .% that separates edge-matrices, and T is a 
linear operator on 9’ strongly preserving %. Zf T preserves 2-claw matrices, then T 
is in E’(s). 
The counterpart of Lemma 4.1 is also valid for pattern-symmetric matrices, so 
we also have the following counterpart of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose n 3 5 and %! is a graphical family in Y = Y,,(s). Zf oii is a 
claw-sensitive upper ideal determined on 3, then the semigroup of linear operators 
strongly preserving Q is F(s). 
We also have the counterpart of Corollary 4.1. 
Theorem 5.5. Suppose s is (a) an integral domain 
(b) an antinegative semiring with no zero divisors. 
with more than (‘;) members or 
Zf T is a linear operator on the 
pattern-symmetric n X n matrices over s, then the following are equivalent when n 
and k are as specified. 
(A) T strongly preserves irreducible pattern-symmetric matrices (n 2 4). 
(B) T strongly preserves k-cyclic pattern-symmetric matrices (n 3 k 3 4). 
(C) T strongly preserves k-diametric pattern-symmetric matrices (n > k 3 4). 
(D) T is in F(s). 
Proof. To establish that (A) implies (D) we must first show that f preserves 
2-claws and then apply Theorem 5.3. 
Suppose (A) holds. Since the set of irreducible pattern-symmetric matrices % 
form a graphical family in Y, we have fhat oii is an upper id$al in 9 and % 
separates edge-matrices. It follows that T is bijective. Let L = T and let M E Y 
and G = G(M). Let o(M) = w(G), the number of connected components of G. 
Now we will show that o(L(M)) = o(M), that is, L preserves w. Let p(X) = 
/3(G(X)) denote the number of edges in G(X), then there is a matrix X E Y such 
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that p(X) = w(M) - 1 and w(M +X) = 1. Then w@(M) + L(X)) = 1 because 
G(A) is connected if and only if A is irreducible. But p@.(X)) = w(M) - 1 
because L is bijective on the edge-matrices. The deletion of t edges from a 
connected graph creates a graph with at most t + 1 connected components. 
Therefore o(L(M)) c u(M). Now L-’ must also preserve irreducibility. There- 
fore w(L-‘(N)) s o(N) for all NE Y, in particular, for N = L(M). Hence 
w(L(M)) = w(M). N ow we can show that L preserves 2-claws. 
Suppose to the contrary that S is a 2-claw but L(S) is not. Then G(S) has two 
incident edges and n - 3 isolated vertices while G(L(S)) consists of two 
non-incident edges and II - 4 isolated vertices. There is an edge-matrix B such 
that S + B is a 3-cycle matrix. Then w(L(S + B)) = w(L(S)) = n - 2, by the 
previous paragraph. Consider the graph G’ = G(L(S) + L(B)). The edge in 
G(L(B)) is incident with 0, 1 or 2 of the four non-isolated vertices in G(L(S)). 
Then G’ would have IZ - 6, II - 5, or n - 4 isolated vertices respectively and the 
non-isolated vertices would span a subgraph of G’ having 3, 2, or 1 connected 
components, respectively. In any case, o(G’) = n - 3, a contradiction. Thus 
L = ? preserves 2-claws. This establishes that (A) implies (D). 
Theorem 5.4 establishes that (B), (C) imply (D). That (D) implies (A), (B), 
(C) follows because the families in question are all graphical. Cl 
Suppose S’(a) denotes the semigroup of linear operators on a graphical family 
“11 in Ya(s). The condition of claw-sensitivity of Theorem 5.4, while sufficient, is 
not necessary for S’(Q) to be Z’(S) when % is an upper ideal. For example, if “u 
is the family of irreducible matrices in Yn(lEI) and n 3 4, then %!L is not 
claw-sensitive, because its minimal matrices’ graphs, being spanning trees on IZ 
vertices, cover the 3-claw matrices. Nevertheless, Theorem 5.5 shows that 
S’(%) = Z’(B). 
The problem we posed concerning Theorem 4.1 has its counterpart for 
Theorem 5.4. Is there a condition we can impose on the upper ideal % that will 
be both necessary and sufficient for S’(Q) to be Z’(S) when % is a graphical 
family of pattern-symmetric matrices? 
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